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ormer Student Brings Suit Against
College's Judicial Board Handling of Sexual Assault Cited
LAUREN COHEN
Voice News Editor

The College of Wooster's
Board of Trustees, and the College itself have been named as
defendants in a suit brought
against the College last Friday.
According to a report in the
Cleveland Plain Dealer, "A

from the College of Wooster cam
pus for ten days, and was placed
on disciplinary probation according to the newspaper.
The lawsuit asserts the College was negligent in its handling of the case, stating, "Female students are subjected to
and victimized by the policies
and procedures of the defendants
which are particularly designed
not to lead to the prosecution of
male perpetrators."
The suit also criticizes the effectiveness of the colleges Judi-

Scots Power Into Rankings
After Beating Wittenberg

be determined at trial for 'the
malice, outrage,' and insult the
woman was subjected to."
Speaking for the College of
Wooster, spokesman Wes Tree
told the Plain Dealer last Saturday, "This is the first we've heard
of this suiL..We have no way of
responding to questions about it

ry:l

I

at this time."
In response to the allegations
of the Judicial Board's ineffectiveness. Tree told the Plain
Dealer, "Our judicial system has
been tested in the courts and has
been found to be consistent with
"The suit seeks an order that the law."
The plaintiff's lawyer, Cynthia
would bar the college from holdD.
Smith was not reached by eiing judicial council proceedings
Plain Dealer
on sexual assaults without noti- ther the staff of the
Staff.
Voice
fying appropriate authorities," or the
Attempts to receive a copy of the
reports the Plain Dealer.
by the
Further, "The suit also asks for officially filed case docket
unsuccessful;
unspecified punitive damages to Voice staff 'were

Brooklyn, New York woman sued
the College of Wooster Friday,
saying that college officials failed
to report to authorities that she
was raped in 1990 while she was
a student at the college.''
The suit, filed in a Cleveland cial Board.

U.S. District Court, claims that
the College did not report the
woman's rape to civil authorities, "even though they are required to do so under the college's
Code of Social Responsibility,"
states the Plain Dealer report.
The alleged rapist was suspended

The Consequences of Choice

an Abortion
The Difficulty and Pain of Choosing sample.
tirL.'f.f
filled outmedi- Whilel Af1.J...

EMILY SILVERMAN
Feature Editor
(Part I. in a three part series)
1 was eighteen and in my first
- sexual relationship. My boyfriend
and I always used protection. Never
once did we go without it. Our pn
tection was a condom. The time it
broke proved a condom just wasn't
enough."
"Kim" (not her real name) is a
College of Wooster student who, in
light of the upcoming anniversary of
Roe vs. Wade, agreed to share her
personal story and her thoughts with
; the Voice. Kim is familiar with the
topic. She has had an abortion.
I
. "I was scared out of my mind.
and
prayed
trouble-"was never in
J
prayed that I wasn't pregnanLmy
boyfriend and I waited for the day my
next period was supposed to come
with bated breath. But that time of
month rolled around and the friendly
visitor did not come. "
; "Kathryn" (again, not her real
name) is also a College of Wooster
student. She too used birth control,
yet, though she never thought it could
happen to her, discovered she was
pregnanL
"When I was fifteen the way I
; . looked at the woridradically changed.
f'Sornetlu happened thatsupposedty
?

;

doesn't happen to people like me. I
was forced to grow up and make
choices that no one should ever have
to make. When I was fifteen I got
pregnanL It was the second young
man I had ever slept with. We, knowing it was the 1980s, practiced birth
control but I learned that sometimes
it doesn't matter."
Both women expressed the horrifying fear they felt upon learning the
news, yet they dealt differently with
the tasks of informing their partners.
Says Kathryn, "I can remember
my gynecologist looking at me and
saying Well, what are you going to
do? Because prenatal care starts now
if.-

'I don't know. Are

.

my parents

going to be notified?

:

.

-

-'

:

No.HereisthenumberforPlanned
Parenthood... It is all your decision
I1UW

In
.

Kathryn was a junior in high school.
the father was a freshman. She did
not tell him. Kathryn felt that the
father was immature and she wasn't
close enough with him to talk to him
about it "It felt so personal"
Unlike Kathryn, Kim visited a
Planned Parenthood clinic for the

diagnosis, and also discussed her
options with her partner.
Twenf to the appointment with a--

urine

cal forms, they tested my urine. After
a while, I was called back to a private
room in the office. I went back and
sat down with the counselor. She
confirmed what I had been fearing
for weeks. I was six and a half weeks
pregnanL Now I understood why I
had been so fatigued, bloated and
irritable. My breasts hurt so badly. It
also explained why I had to urinate
every five minutes and why my period never came. She told me what
'
options were available to me."
The counselor provided information, verbally and with pamphlets,
regarding Kim's primary options,
prenatal care or abortion. Kim knew,
however, by the time she arrived at
the clinic, that she wished to abort.
I had given the question 'What if
I'm pregnant?' so much thought... I
discussed my options with my boyfriend and we agreed I'd have to have
an abortion. We knew we couldn't
take on the responsibility of having a
child because we could barely be
responsible for ourselves. We didn't
want to bring a child into the world
which we couldn't feed, clothe, or
financially support. Children should
have parents who love and care for
them, but more importantly, who
.Continued on page.T-- v
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Wooster's Stan Aukamp '92 is fouled by a

v?itory

VICTORY
SCOTS 64-5- 9
AUKAMP WENT ON TO SINK TWO FREE THROWS IN THE
BY MIKE KEPPER.
PHOTO
NIGHT.
MONDAY
ON
OVER THE TIGERS

DINO DISANTO
Voice Assistant Sports Editor

ference, currently leads the team in
scoring with 16.4 points per game,
7.7 rebounds per game, and 2.4 blocks
a game.
Aukamp scored 28 points on a 1 1
of 1 8 from the field, scoring 14 points
in each half, in helping to halt
Wittenberg's 12 game winning streak.
"Stan played tremendous. He rose
to the occasion and just played great,"
said head coach Steve Moore after
Aukamp pulled down a game high
ten rebounds. ...
The game got off to a rough start
for the Fighting Scots when Erich
Riebe '92, the Scots leader in assists
and second leading scorer, picked up
his third foul just 3:58 into the game.
"We didn't do anything different
when Erich had to sit," continued
Moore," but it did foul up our seven

Stan Aukamp '92 powered
Wooster past Wittenberg and Case
Western this week and into the national rankings.
After their win over the previously
Tigers, the Scots pole
d
vaulted to the tenth spot in the Division III poll.
The wins pushed the Scots record
to 10-- 1 in the conference, good
enough for a half game lead over the
Tigers, and a 17-- 2 overall record.
The 65-5-9 loss drops Wittenberg
to 1 4 overall, 1 in the conference
and to the seventeenth spot in the
national rankings.
Aukamp has been the force behind
the Scots, as he has amassed 58 points,
23 rebounds, and eight blocks in the
man rotation."
last two games.
Continued
. , Aukamp. the top.center in the con
tenth-ranke-
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Changes Planned for Residence Halls and Small Houses in
which will be available to students of
DANA DE WEESE
- all class years in the fall.
Voice News Editor
: 1
Chemical free programs at other
bro1992-9bousing
options
3
The
attract a wide variety of
institutions
Febearty
in
chure, to be distributed
with
"some athletes, some
students,.
Kenarden
ruary, win again include
some people in
people,
recovering
Lodge, as well as new alternatives lot'
n
of individuS
ADD. . a
living. - "
program and
Kenarden, undergoing renovation als," Rea said.
Kenarden will also be the new home
this year, will house the Chemical
loFree Program, an option never before to the Quiet Program, currently
offered at the College of Wooster. cated in Wagner Hall. Rea said the
Director of Housing Elizabeth Rea change will occur because fewer stusaid chemical free living has met dents are interested in the Quiet Prosuccess at other colleges and univer- gram than in past years.
With Wagnerno longer designated
sities, including Denison, Michigan
S tate and Holy Cross. Some students for the Quiet Program, the residence
first-yeat Wooster requested the program. hall will be reserved for
non-progra-

1

cross-sectio-

m

ar

College Dropped from Justice Depart-

ment Investigation on Price-Fixin- g
versity. Kenyon and Oberlin also
AMY M. DANA .
have been dropped from the probe; it
Voice Staff Writer
; - . The Colleger Wooster has been is unclear if the other schools are still
dropped fronrthe U. S. Department under investigation. The Department

of Justice's investigation of price-fixi-

ng

of Justice included a total of 60

among private colleges.' The schools nationwide in their search.
As pan of its inquiries the
probe began 2 12 years ago after the
division-- of the Department of
reported
that
trust
JournalWalt Street
demanded ahal'lherprivaie
?
'schools
Justice
different
23
officials" from
--

--

met once a year to' determine the
amount of financial aid that applicants could receive. Allegations were
' made thauhesccoUeges shared internal financial mformatiofl before sefA
ting tuition prices and salaries. Such
action would constitute collusion, a
laws
violation of federal anti-tru-st
designed to stimulate competition.
The investigaiton began with colleges in the Northeast, then eventually widened to include Oberlin Col-lege. Amioch College, The College
of Woosw.Deni son University. Ken-yonCoIIegg. and Ohio WesleyanUni

r
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DO GRAMMAR, '
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SENTENCE
STRUCTURE BAFFLE

I

"YOU?
CALL261-B28-

I
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FOR PROFESSIONAL
PROOFREADING AND
FnrTTNrrs

I

hfi .p.

students this fall. Stevenson Hall,
will become
now housing
dorcoeducational
a
Rea
students.
upperclass
mitory for
popular
a
has
been
said Stevenson
with the houschoice for
ing office receiving approximately
two times the number of requests for
the residence hall as space was available. Wagner, with greater capacity,
will accommodate more first-yestudents,' while Stevenson will suit
the increasing number of upperclass
livstudents who prefer
ing. Housing surveys, distributed
last semester, found a number of students asking for coeducational hous
first-year- s,

non-progra- m,

1

first-year- s,

ar

non-progra-

ELISE BATES
Voice Staff Writer
A U.S. State Department public af
fairs officer spoke last Tuesday night
on the conditions of the Middle East
since Operation Desert Storm.
Wendy Chamberlin, the Public Affairs Advisor on Near East Asian and
South Asian Affair$,delivered
of ,the,. Great, Decisions
1992 Forum..
... .
The condition of the Middle.East,
especially Iraq and Iran .and the plight
of the. Jordanian ..and Palestinian
peoples were discussed by Chamberlin.
Discussing Iraq, Chamberlin
Saddam Hussein's negative impact upon the Iraqi pcople,"The brutal
oppression of his people has caused
the world to carry an ugly vengeance
against Saddam," she stated. The crumbling of Iraq's political
and social infrastructures is a sign that
.

thesec-vpnd.lccjy-

FOR COLLEGE

men-tion-
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INTERESTED IN LIVING IN
THE FRENCH HOUSE
NEXT YEAR?- -

SA-J22J

i-.80O-U-

Free Information

ext. 2033
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SPRING BREAK FROM $199
CANCUN, BAHAMAS, DAYTONA AND PANAMA CITY:
INCLUDES 7 NIGHTS, FREE BEACH PARTY, FREE
NIGHT CLUB ADMISSIONS AND MORE! BOOK WITH
SETTLE FOR LESS! 1(800)
T
THE
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Summer
Jobs on the
Chesapeake
Bay

;

Work and Play With Campers And Friends:

Horseback Riding

Sailing Windsurfing
Swimming

Tennis

724-155-

5-

Alaska Summer Employment fisheres.

Earn $5000month. Free Transportation! ?
r
Room & Board! Over 8000 openings.
No experience necessary. Male or Female. For
employment program call
Student Employment Services
,

atil-206-545-41-

55

Ext-21- 5

v

,
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Waterskiing

Much Much More!
'Recruiter
'
:

,
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The Jordanians and the Palestinians
the VS. State department maintains
were
two losers in the war, according
nervous.
that Hussein is scared and
Chamberlin.
There have been shootouts within his to
Due to a lack of oil and natural
family, his top advisors have been
shuffled, and he has not made a public resources, Jordan is finding difficulty
appearance since the conclusion of the in returning back to normal. The Palestinians are also struggling because
war, said Chamberlin.
their support monies have been cut off
- Chamberlin asserted that Iran could
by"
the Saudis.
Hussein's
leftby
.
. fill the power vacuum
Charobejlin
summarized her points
impor-ta.
as
UJS.
sees Iran
demise. The
'in wcrUaJau-sjiUchooses to be. by stressing the empowerment of the
We the U.S. State Department favor UJ4. and the exposure Iraq is now
good relations with Iran. Yet, the experiencing. Each Arab nation stands
US. demands that Iran discontinue its to be shattered if they work alone, but
support of terrorism and needless at- if they pull together and coordinate
tacks on civilians, maintained their efforts, peace is a more realistic
goal.
Chamberlin.

'

,

class, and opened new houses to add
additional residences for upperclass
students. With the class of 1991 now
gone, and the large class of 1992 to
graduate in May, fewer houses are
needed.
,
Reaexplained.however.thatelimi- nation of some small houses does not
mean termination of their programs,
and that the Housing Office will assist those students who wish to continue organized volunteer activities.
Students with questions about next
year's housing changes should contact Rea or Dwayne Davis at extension 2498. Sophie Penney is also
available for questions at ext.- - 2545.

--

Applications are available from Kathleen
Mullaney in Kauke 242.
has been extended to February 7.
Deadline
The

.

Scholarships, Grants and
Financial Aid

rq

schools provide information on how
they determine staff salaries, financial aid awards, and tuition. Jeffery
Hanna, Director of College Relations,
told the Wooster Daily Record on
January 25 that the college's attorney
received a letter earlier in the week
telling him to inform his client that
the investigation had been concluded.
College of Wooster President
Henry Copeland stated, "Obviously
we thought it the investigation was
without merit to begin with. We're
,
pleased the Justice Department has Hussein is losing power-- said
groups.
opposition
QiamberIin.Citmg
reached the same conclusion."

X
A

non-progr-

1992-9- 3

Middle East Subject of Second Great Decisions Forum

BEST-DON-

r.:pr:zV;

m

oriented. "We
ing that is
can meet more needs this way, by
between
making this trade-of- f
Wagner and Stevenson," Rea said.
Small house living will also be
affected next year. Seven campus
houses will no longer be used for
student residency, with Merz Hall,
one of the largest houses, to become
the future center for alumni relations.
With the upcoming reduction in
the number of small houses available
for student living, the campus is "simply returning to the numberof houses
in 1987," Rea said. Before the 1987-8- 8
academic year, the Housing Office anticipated a very large first-ye-

1992
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Look For our Display in Lowry Center
you won't regret saying Hello!
If you can't be there call:
Jim Reilly at Camp Tockwogh (302)571-695- 6
Contact Career Planning for more Information.
Plan Now For your Summer . ,

'
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Sagoff Stresses Mof aleed tb ProtectNatire
LAUREN COHEN
Voice News Editor
Mark Sagoff, a philosophy and
ethics professor at the University
of Maryland, spoke to a capacity
audience in Mateer Auditorium
Monday night. His lecture, titled
"Biotechnology and the Environment," was the second of the
HumanNature continuing series
of presentations sponsored by a
grant from the Andrew Mellon
Foundation.
The purpose of the series is to
"explore the relationship between
humanities and the social sciences and natural sciences,"
stated philosophy professor Hank
Kreuzman in his introductory
address. Sagoff spoke to the issues of
biotechnology and bioengineer-in- g
and their effects on human
emotions, as well as on the physical environment. Sagoff claims
that many people look at biotechnology as a "solution to all
our problems," but in fact biotechnology does not solve problems, it merely causes adaptation
to them. Furthermore', bioie'ch-noloz- v
has become a simple so
lution to economic problems

rather than societal or scientific
problems. "Economic competition has replaced evolutionary or
biological competition," stated
Sagoff.
Citing sport fishing and food
production as two examples of
biotechnological advancement,
Sagoff criticized the practice of
genetic engineering to produce a
safer or healthier crop. For example, Sagoff discussed the engineering of certain types offish
that are easy to catch and can
withstand hazardous chemicals
flowing through the world's waterways.
"Why regulate pollution to accommodate species when you can
regulate species to accommodate
pollution?," questioned Sagoff,
who pointed out that these fish
did not solve the problem of pollution, but merely provided some
way to work around it.
Although there, is a great dependency on processed and
bioengineered products, many
companies continue to stress the
natural aspect of their consum-'
laboratory eVp$toentir
able
"
With a series of transparencies.
Sagoff entertained his audience

of
reproductions
with
chemical
from
advertisments
--

companies which claimed that
their bioengineered food products were "safe" and "natural."
According to Sagoff, companies
need to do this because the public is still concerned with its relationship with nature, despite
advancements in technology.
"What happens to our experience in nature when we address it
as a product of technology?,"
asked Sagoff.
He stressed that because the
experience of nature is so important, people must begin to take
interest in it not for its economic
potential,' but for its very real
aesthetic sense of community and
place. "If we keep faith with
traditions, we we will maintain
nature for what it is, for its own
sake."
All remaining Mellon Symposium lectures have been rescheduled for Mateer Auditorium, due
to the high demand for sealing.
The next lecture in the HumanNature series will be presented Thursday, February 1 3 by
David Kline, Amish farmer and
"' ' '
author.

f

"

.

V.

University of
Mark Sagoff, professor of philosophy and ethics at the
Maryland, College Park addressed a capacity crowd in Mateer
jjENyiRpNMENT
AuorroRiuM on.the subject of "Biptechnqlogx and
filmt
tAsr Monday- nicot as- a featured speaker jntthb HumanNaturb Pepper.
Mike
by
Photo
and lecture series.
-

-

Career Development and Placement Office Hosts Options lair
p.m., with interested students and to recruit
e
paid, volunteer and inphysical education major who is a reception to follow. The event,
ternship positions.
the service coordinator for the titled "Alumni Panel on NonsponThe organizations will reprebeing
is
Careers,"
profit
Multiple Sclerosis Society, Dave
a wide variety of interests
Mahr 91, an urban studies ma- sored by the Career Development sent
environmental, health
including
conjuncin
jor, who is canvass director for and Placement Center
service. Everyone is
social
and
Nonprofit
the Public: Interest Research tion 'with an Options
and talk with the
stop
to
Non,
invited
Group and Cleve Ricksecker '75, Career. Fair.The Options
and learn more
representatives
history major who is currently profit Career Fair will be held in
it world. .The
forming the Transit Coalition and Lowry Center on Thursday, Feb- about
available are,
opportunities
was formerly general manager of ruary 6 from 1 1 a.m.-- 2 p.m. Over career
juniors;
seniors
to
20organizations will have repre- not restricted
the Columbus Arts Festival.
first-yeaare.
and
They will be speaking in Gault sentatives Dresent to speak with sophomores

dio, Carolyn Konnert 61, a Recital Hall from

ALEA HENLE
Voice Staff Writer

Several Wooster alumni who
have gone on to careers with nonprofit organizations will be returning to Wooster to talk about
the challenges and rewards of
their work on Wednesday Febru-- ,
ary 5. Among the returning
alumni are Dave Kanzeg 70, a
speech and Spanish major who is
currently the director of pro- gramming for WCPN Public Ka- -
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NEW ENGLAND SUMMER JOBS!
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REsi- IF.WF.I .L. CONNECTICUT'S FINEST

DENT AND TRIPPING CAMR "MEMORIES THAT LAST
A LIFETIME" WORKING WITH CHILDREN AGES
CABIN COUNSELORS, SPECIALIST IN
BIKING TRIPPING, WATERFRONT,
y
SAILING,RIDING,SOCCER,CRAFTS,
- ROTIC CLTMBING.TENNIS NEEDED AS WELL AS
VILLAGE DIRECTORS. AGGRESSIVE CAMP SALARIES
TO $2000. SHANNON AND 7AVL ON CAMPUa .WfcLr,
FEB. 5; COME OVER AND SEE US AT LOWRY STUDENT CENTER, OR WRITE: CAMP JEWELL,
COLEBROOK, CT. 06021. E.OE.
8--

346 E. Bowman St.
Wooster, Ohio
44691.
216-264-65-

.
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800-347-65- 05:

"

"
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m biking distance

DISCOUNTED INTERNATIONAL
AIRFARE AND STUDENT
I D. CARDS AVAILABLE.
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encouraged to stop by and talk to
the representatives as well. ;
Am on 2 the organizations, that
will be present on Thursday include Every Woman's House,
Habitat for Humanity of Wayne
County. Hospice of Wayne
County, Leukemia Society of
America, Ohio Department of
Natural Resources, Ohio Department of Youth Services, Ohio
En v i ro n men tal . Protec ti.on
Agency, Ohio Right to Life,
Planned Parenthood fit North
Central Ohio, "Public"" Interest
Research Group, Stark County
Department of Human Resources,

United Way. of Wooster and
Wooster Volunteer Network.

"

EXTRA INCOME
weekly
Earn $200-$50- 0
:
1992
travel
. mailing
.

J
I
I
I
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brochures. Tor more
information send a
stamped envelope to: "
ATW TRAVEL,
P.O. Box 430780,
4liaiiii,FL 33143
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Greek And Classroom Conformity
Compromise Wooster Experience

The College
of Wooster is

" JlTTie Greek System'seems

currently slave
to this intolerant

an exercise in

self-inclusiv-

e,

mass-minde-

d

at-

titude. The evidence is exhibited
in every facet of Wooster life,

discussions. Webster's Collegiate Dictionary defines confor& Lauren Cohen
.".action, .in -- accordance
mity,
.:.:-.- .
Feature-Editor
with-Jospecified standard or
Emily Silverman
"
authority:
obedience." This
Sports Editor
people-dwhat they
means
that
Jason Gindelc
Arts & Entertainment Editor are told to do by the object of
their adoration (i.e., the status
Shawn Perry
On this campus, this is
quo).
Photo Editor
through such self
demonstrated
Dan Stefaniuk
debasing actions as suffering
some physical degradation for the
Chief Photographer
possibility of fitting in with a
Mike Pepper
specified clique (social group).
Photography
Who has not witnessed everyIan Lockwood
thing from mass marching to ri- Jen Campana
diculous expressions of homage
Joshua Fagans
Tkt Wooster Vote is a newspaper of the
Assistant Sports Editor
College of Wooster common y, Managed
Dino Disanto
and produced exclusively by students. The
Advertising Staff
Vote is published each Friday during the

a.

-'-

''

m

o

.

Robin Brown

Staff Writers
Amy Dana. Elise Bates,

Ana Schauta. Jeremiah Jenne.
: Michael Madison.
Dave Royse, Gina Bombaci.
Sean Harris. Judy Nichols.
Melissa Lake, Stefan Bielski,
A Alfred Thompson
-

Sport Staff
Shane Roush.Dan Hawes.
v
'Peter James &
-

Lydia Amerson

Cartoonists
Eric Pfeffinger
Abdul Rashid

academic school year, except daring examination and break periods. Opinions
expressed herein am not necessarily (hot
of the student body, faculty, college administration, of the Vote staff. By lined piece
reflect only the opinions of the writers. TAe
Woomtr Voict encourages all typed, double-spacletters to the editor which do not
exceed 300 words. Letters meet coma in the
writer's fall same, address, and telephone
number bt order ho be considered for publication. Leaert snust be received by 5 p.m.
on Tuesday to be considered for the following Friday's publication. The Votes staff
reserves the nht lo bold or edit any letter
which it Receives. Subscriptions so The
Woomtr Vok are S 30 per year and S20 per
semester. Overseas subscriptions are 550.
Subscription orders and other commentary
should be addressed to:
The Wootur Voico

- somewhat lol- -

erable. Unfortu
mtcly, it is noL
idiocy."
The classroom
situation, although mostly operated by strong pilots (professors),
reveals that the passengers are
sadly uninterested. Periods of
note passing (which should have.,
ended somewhere around sixth
grade.), clock watching
are- - jruerrupied only, by, a
taken to stare at one of
the few students who' may acui-- ..
ally make an effort to learn. It
seems that classes are regarded
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evil that must be endured
between bouts of drunkenness,
lust, and the cashing of mommy
and daddy's cheques. One can
only pity the professor who is
. forced to endure countless hours
each week trying to generate independent ideas where only one
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collective mentality exists: "Hey person actually willing to act in
Biff, class is over. Let's party!" such a way as to attract violent
In such surroundings, the atypi- remarks, unfriendly opinions and
cal individual who desires to en- hostile attitudes, a few of these
gage in that hideous sin. FREE people exist. Occasionally
THOUG HT. is faced with only forced into hiding, and often
given strange
one late:- - M
crimi
thought
Wooster
modern
stares across
thought
Thought
to
commit
are
forced
nals
the classroom
crime.
Terrorism."
(or cafeteria).
Doomed
to intellectual curiosity, creative the thought terrorists violate the
interests and individual expres- norm in obvious, as well as subtle
sion, the modern Wooster thought ways. They are stratified and
criminals are forced to commit alone, yet despite these obstacles,
Thought Terrorism if they wish they continue to be themselves
to remain themselves. While it and pay homage to the one god
may be hard to conceive of a that may exist THOUGHT.

by students for the purpose of
wearing a sweatshirt with three
Greek letters on it? Mind you,
most of these students may not
this attribute manifests itself have any idea what the letters
through the creation of massive are. On a campus where people
structures of conformity. By en- offer baffled looks or even decouraging a unity of mind and rogatory expressions when they
body and generating a homoge- may chance to overhear a phrase
neous atmosphere, a more har- spoken in a foreign tongue, the
monious social structure is cre- mass respect given to what is referred to as "the Greek system"
ated in which to live.
an exercise in idiocy.
any
seems
faction
The expulsion of
If the mindless obedience to
which may encourage diversity
is a natural defensive trait that is the doctrines of the status quo on
often justified as an .attempt to this campus were limited only to
recreational behavior it may be
preserve the order:
MICHAEL PROVOST
C. MASON HALLMAN
The human animal is. by nature, a social animal. Effectively

from section pledges to classroom

News Editors
Dana DcWeese
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used to be the Soviet Union, ya reorient ourselves relation
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GINA BOMBACI
With the metamorphosis of the know?"
The term C.I.S. has yet to settle
old and familiar, if often reviled,
lexiU.S.S.R. into a new and bewil- comfortably into our mental
dering Commonwealth of Inde- cons as a replacement for
pendent States, the U.S. seems to U.S.S.R. Nor have we become
of
have lost its bearings, and is drift- accustomed to thinking
as
Estonia
and
Lithuania, Latvia
ing aimlessly at sea.
fact
the
despite
"real" countries,
Now that the central governthat they did not join the comBush,
George
ment has dissolved
Congress and the foreign policy monwealth, that their indepenMosestablishment are agonizing over dence was recognized in
Septemaid to the former Soviet repub- cow and Washington in
received
have
they
that
and
lics, as well as over exactly who ber
their huge nuclear arse- full membership in the United

controls
nals.

made
vaeue oledees
pledges of aid ma
The vague
at last week's multinational conference should be quickly solidi-

Gorbachev introduced glasnost.
New U.S. policies towara me
Commonwealth of Independent
States must be based firmly on
these realities. Precisely because
the occupants of the commonwealth states are human, there
are limits to their tolerance of
economic hardship.
As President of Russia, Boris
a staggering
.
Yeltsin
oo
I ciiaiii confronts
wu"attempting
direct
to
is
He
task.
the transition to a functional
economy, while containing the
unrest caused by price increases
and nationalist tensions, without
resorting to violent, repressive,

to the

people and states of our onetime adversary.
We should begin with the belated
realization that the Soviet Union was
never the homogeneous, monolithic
menace some thought it to be. Contentious ethnic nationalities, economic problems, dissidents and
intraparty arguments always existed,
but previously were hidden more
effectively from the casual foreign
observer.
Most importantly, the people
of the Soviet Union were always
people. They are multidimensional, no more or less inherently
virtuous than we, motivated occasionally by idealism, often by
simply
pragmatism
r fear. They-F. &..... or
themdid- not
- - suddenly
- transform
.
,:kahle
e
keab
into
robots
from
selves

fied and implemented. A short-terinvestment in alleviating the
pain of commonwealth residents
and improving efficiency of production, distribution and resource
long-teru$e would lead to probable
savings in future aid and
to- military- spending.
- Progress .
ard a peaceful, democratic
C.I.S. is in the interests of the
m

m

United States and the entire
r
world.
It was far easier to compartmentalize the Soviet Union neatly
before its true complexity became
obvious. With no Cold War stereotypes remaining to hide behind, we face an exciting yet formidable challenge in reconstituting our thinking.

These three nations
TheTentagon is wringing its should be considered part of Eastand undemocratic tactics. Yeltsin
Europe.
ern
military
impending
hands over
has his own limitations: he is inmay be par
confusion
America's
budget cuts.
clined toward boasting and makof
difficulty
the
by
Dy
uuntiuijr
uauy
uic
justified
tially
jusuuea
attemDtine
to
Manv
Many Americans attempting iu
ing calculatedly populist state,
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ments that may be too inflamma
thinking. Inertia, however. at best
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to carry out
helolesslv
w
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. excuse,
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Dilemma: The Republicans
Same
Different Species,
to
.
--

'

MICHAEL MATTISON

Having already briefly examined

the political species known as

"Dernocratus enfeeblis," it is no w time
to turn our attention to the other side of
the spectrum (moving left to right ort
your ideological dial) and comment on
the "Republicus securis."
These creatures are known more for
migration from policy decisions than
place cf residence, havingparked their
cocoons in the White House rafters for
20 of the past 24 years.
s,
Commonly denoted by
affeclarge wallets and a sincere
tion for the monetary excesses afforded

t.
S SHirr

nr,,IS" Bucnanan.
Buchanan:
Patrick "Cross fireus
identifiable by his absence of a
most dominant "Republicus" at this Easily
which usually causes hun to
wmg,
left
timcfoUowingCsomesay reincamatrnouons about a theme
circular
in
, move
ine) in Ronald "memory lapses."
:
laissez-fair,
Not to be
J-.- .
of conservative
footsteps.
'
'7(Xclubus'
Patrick
confused with
n
Robertson carries the
place for a few more years. He is best
halo
the
by
for the most hiehly publicized ings but is differentiated
vomiting scene since Linda Blair in about his crown.
Both though should be approached
"The Exorcist." and also for echoing
Casting a vote
Blair's famous line of the same film, with extreme caution.
the same as
probably
for Buchanan is
"Reagan's not home."
Dad
except
father,
or-- electingu your
- that
specializes in
uuwu s,
j
m about-taceBush
BUSH SUCUOIUSO
capability
nuclear
dering new worlds and explaining that would now have
ume to give
prime
interrupt
can
and
'rip-off
in
"Iacocca does not mean
lecture.
you
a
Japanese." Recently he recovered from
David "Facetious liftus Duke: char- arTextended bout with Sunnunuitis
-,
uooy minima,
and economic hallucinauons, during actenzea
have
to
claims
species-type
which he was often heard to exclaim this
enced a metariiorphosis. but most ex
what recession?"
.
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rwh-Ttv-

.

.
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white-collar-

by our financial system, the

"Republicus"havean instinctual knack
for making money while diverting ai
fact
that bet
tention from that

ta.

nark-know-

"vi

twoi

expen-"RecesaO-

T.

eceon.wtatrtcer

x,sider it to be in the larvae
still consider
perts srfl
stage. Feeds mostly on Louisiana
and is recognizable by its outstretched hand and hollow chest cavity.
Rejected'by most of his contemporaries
in tteTerjubucusw family forfaiting to
be subtle while appealing to white,
middle-clas- s
voters through their fears
arid apprehensions.
Although this year's group of
species is small, they still could
guu-ibilit-

right-leani-

presentsome

high-pitch-

ed

y.

ng

battles.Un-fortunatel- y

tend
others
of
nerve
to criticize the patriotic
rather than the libido, so the fighting is
still inspired, just not as juicy.
man wrapped
We get amiddle-age- d
Newsweek
of
cover
the
on
flag
in a
par- reporter
court
nubile
instead of a
oi
on
inside
the
one
in
tially wrapped
, these family members

Penthouse. And even though the winds
of Desert Storm have abated somewhat. Bush should still be able to sail
into the nomination unhindered and
.
relatively undamaged .(unless some-'
dne can smuggle a Japanese meal into
the convention).
So Campaign Season is underway,
and already it seems overwhelming.
The endless drone of "Democratus"
and "Republicus" alike is inescapable,
and the following months should only
promises, debring more sound-biteWhen
appearances.
bates and personal
the season winds down in November it
is no wonder why so many begin to
suffer from that most terrible of maladies, "Voterus apathyis." "Politicus
immoralis" may be fun to watch, but
they certainly are no use to collect.
s,
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asinine comments such as those be
ALECCOYLE
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Thursday, in Lowry. 1 was fore. I didn't make me wok upon
i
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institution in adherent
speaking to a MarineCorps recruiter military
aCrnyapplkwOfficer'sCan- - I have no illusions about war The
"Next a
the sergeant Duke of Wellington
a
.ncnPetmvmail. I was battle lost, the saddest Uungis oaiue

37,

who stocoed me.
"Are you thinking about joining the
Marines?"

"Yes," I replied. "I've wanted to
become a career military officer since
seven."
rWell, maybe you should speak to
Father Berrigan before you decide to
become a hired killer."
I was

Later, I had time to reflect upon the
incident. It didn't cause me to call into
doubt my career choice. I have heard

sa.

uons in order toensure that they wisely
crusaders who are trying to save our
awesome power that is in tneirdo, such as becoming a doctor or a use the
souls.
ioais-suad- e
viewed as an honorable hands. If acovists keep trying
This perception of the military as a lawyer. It is
the
join
to
people
qualified
However, here in the
mob of "hired killers" is common in occupation.
Dursuine a ca- - Amerkanmilitary.incompetentscounCtaM
nermle
will iinWoH
gr
WiaiM
wM
America. Modern nation-state- s
stand
will
hooligans
are sometimes viewed drels and inbred
always have armies, navies, air forces reerasan officer
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Military forces are as mucn
as areanauon s
panof arauion-st- a
buildings.
land and
rn the real world there are threats to
inwarrnoneeringbaby- - guard against and nauonalmterests K,

war There is no glory in war. Wars
are collective tragedies.
Rml was insultedby the gentleman's
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Nick Schalk Does the "Salsa" in Bogota
JUDY NICHOLS
Voice Staff Writer

you, you'll be fine. I didn't have any
problems,' axnmenicd Schalk.

The nation of Colombia of ten brings
to mind images of a country unsafe to
visit and certainly too dangerous in
which to live. But experiences like
those of Nick Schalk93 may well
prove that people who stay away from
Colombia may miss out on an amazing
opportunity.
Schalk spent the fall semester in
Bogoti. Colombia, where he particid
program known
pated in a
as CEUCA.
The program had been discontinued
several years ago when the US. government advised all ILS. citizens to
exit Colombia, but it is back in operation this year.
Before its discontinuation, the program attracted as many as 120 students; last semesta though, only eight
students participated in CEUCA. Do
students have good reason to stayaway
for their safety?
never felt threatened. As long as
you're aware of what is going on around

The government of Columbia,
plagued for several yean with civil

study-abroa-

1

unrest, is trying to reshape the country 's
image of violence and to
Columbia in the world market.
To meet these ends, the government
recently wrote a new constitution, and
the new president is taking steps to
form a more open economy that will
grow and perform beuer.
Keeping in mind the government's
steps toward more safety, and i&ing
sense, Schalk travhis own street-smaconfidently
around Bogota by
all
eled
is a must in this
Transportation
bus.
a
city , since it ex tends distance equal to
that between Cleveland and Columbus.
During his slay, Schalk lived in two
reighborhoods in the north end of the
city. Both ridghborhoods, he claims,
were friendly.as are many of the 5,000
neighborhoods in Bogoti.
"The people are very open and honest," remarked Schalk. "Everyone in
re-establ- ish

rt

r

.

not one. but two professors to the
area.
In a landmark strategy for recruiting faculty, the schools posted an endorsement in the October 16. 1991
issue of The Chronicle ofHigher Education inviting professors and their
spouses to apply to either of the three
institutions. "Because aspirants for
leaching careers are often members of
.
career couples, we publish this jomtaravxmcement to inform
interested persons of good job opportunities that are in geographical proximity to one another." the advertisement said.
In the past, many colleges and universities have hired husband and wife
teams to their faculty, sometimes even
jn the same department, as in the case
mid-Oh- io

Clual-acader-

nic

28-ho-

ad-(veru-

scd

po--siti- on

--

'
-

ur

-

qualified professionals.
The number of persons with PhJDj
in relation to the number of college
students is on a decline, adding even
more competition among
schools. To have an edge in
the search for professors. Union College in New York is looking to follow the Woos terKenyonDen ison
example and place joint advertisements with Skidmore College, Siena
College, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and State University of New
York Albany.
Hales said the benefits of such
advertisements go beyond recruitcause persons interviewing with ing capabilities. Candidates can now
Wooster often inquire about other fac- be more comfortable and
ulty positions available in the area, so about admitting their marital status
their husband or wife may find work. in interviews.
Yet whether or not a spouse is able
Because the advertisement camto find employment is a growing con- paign was begun after this year's new
cern not only to the applicants them- faculty were already chosen, no new
post-seconda- ry

up-fro-

nt

professors and their spouses have been
hired as a result of the joint publicity.
"Until this spring is over, we won't
really know what the results of this
will be," Hales said.
Yet Hales is confident that once
the idea takes hold, it will be a great
advantage to the campus. "I'm still
convinced that as we continue. . .the
advertisements will be increasingly
more effective as a recruiting tool."

he said.

-

'

I

i

'

..

'

a Ruanna poncho from a small province called
Photo by Jen Campana.

Annual 'Weavster Challenge'
Debate to be Held Tuesday

"Definitely."

geology professor at Wooster.
While there can be no guarantee that
both partners will be hired, professors
will be better able to plan their careers
while they protect their marriages.
Readers of the new advertisements
triple their chances of finding a position mtr samegeo graphical region as
their spouse.
The idea was initially posed by Vice
President for Academic Affairs R.
Stanton Hales during a luncheon attended by the deans staff of Wooster,
Kenyon, Denison and Ohio Wesleyan
University. The concept of joint advertisements surfaced. Hales said, be-

selves, but to the colleges and universities who hire them. The ability or
inability of one or another spouse
from an academic couple to find emof Wooster economics professors ployment in the area has often been a
James and Barbara BurneJl. But never major factor in our ability to hire an
applicant," Hales said. '
before have two or more schools
With the age of science and industogether to attract academic
try increasing in intensity since
couples to their campuses.
. Now, one partner could seek a
World War II, academic institutions
in the physics department at have been competing with corporaKenyon while the other applies as a tions and businesses for the most

i

ad

Wooster, Denison, Kenypii Involved in Land-mmi- ;:
for Professors
Adverlisingtgp
DANA DE WEESE
Voice News Editor
Competition for quality faculty
members is on in uprise, andDenison
University.-- Kenyon College and the
College of Wooster recently began
placing joint advertisements to attract

:.

my neighborhoods went out of their
way to welcome me and make me feel
at home."
Schalk studied Colombian economics at the University of the Andes,
which is near the downtown area of
Bogoti. Another part of his study-abroprogram was an internship at
Petroquimica Colombiana SA where
he was an assistant to the export sales
manager of the company.
work week and
Even with a
classes to aticnd, Schalk found time to
4.
enjoy the Colombian nightlife. He and
his Colombian friends frequented the
movies, dance floors, and bars featuring live entertainment. Of special interest to him were the many unique
dances of the Hispanics, such as the
"salsa" and "mercngue."
Schalk reluctantly left Colombia
with a terrific store of photographs, Nick Schalk 93 wearing
souvenirs and memories. He says he Bovaca in Columbia.
had a great experience, but would he
recommend CEUCA to others interested in studying abroad?
.

GEORGE GALSTER
The installation of condom rnachincs
in studertdonriiiories will be the topic

of

a faculry-studedebate, Tuesday. February 4 atllajnl. in the Lowry Center
nt

This year's challengers will be Robb

DeGraw "92 (SGA President) and
Gardner Key "94. The topic, "Re-- .
solved: Condom machines should be
allowed in COW dorrrutories' will be
"
argued in a Pailiamchtary Style.
Audiericeparucipauci,ina no holds
format is welcome.
(or puns)-barrThe debaters traditionally "let it all
hang out," in this raucous and rowdy
debate. Everyone is encouraged to

nation (or is it incamalaoon)' of the
"Weavster Challenge."
Professors Mark Weaver (PSCI) and
George Galster (Econ.) issue a challenge to any opponents to debate either
side of any topic their opponents choose attend this free event which is sure to
this year.
provide a memorable experience.
ed

Recycling Club to Put Forth
Proposal to Reduce 'Junk Mail'
STEFAN A. BIELSKI

Calendar

Voice Staff Writer
The College of Wooster Recycling
Club is about to put forth a proposal
that will seek toeliminate a lot ofpaper
waste from the college's mail room.
A large proportion of this waste is
other mass mailings from
the college, college organizations, or
outside merchants. Wanda Wilson.
Wooster Recycling Coordinator, estimates that 20 to 30 percent of the
average of 3500 pounds of office paper recycled monthly to be from campus mass mailings.
The Recycling Club would like to
see alternatives to the regular staffing
of campus mailboxes. Alternatives
may include new bulletin boards and
greater use of existing ones to post
notices of upcoming events and gen
eral student information. Most of the
information sent through
mailings is already included in the
all-campu-

of events, the

Voice and the
Potpourri, points out Cara
Gildenbach of the Recycling Quo.
A
bulletin board
system would allow interested students to readily find" the information
they need, when they need it, without
the volume ofjunk mail they currently
receive.
Though much of the mail room excess is recycled, the return to the
college is but five dollars per ton; "if
we are lucky" according to Wilson.
Wilson applauds the increasing willingness of members of the campus
community to recycle, although feels
it would be preferable to have less
waste to begin with.
Wilson suggests thai
mailings from local merchants could
be avoided by placing a pile of such
offers in a convenient spot, such as
Lowry Center, for those who want
them to "please take one."
semi-week- ly

sor

all-camp-

us

well-maintain- ed

non-recycla- ble
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Abortion: Two Students' Stories
Continued from page 1
have the stability to provide much,
much more."
Kathryn found her entire life turned
upside down, nearly to the point of
emotional breakdown, and blackout.
She then realized she bad to terminate her pregnancy.
The next two weeks following
Kathryn's diagnosis had to be the
most awful time I have ever experienced. Night after night I sat up
knowing that there was a life growing inside of methe two weeks
went by. I began to get sick a lot and
it began to affect everything I did.-was not sure if it was psychological,
but I also didn't really care. One
night I realized that I really couldn't
have this baby and the next morning
I made an appointment to have an
abortion. That is the last thing I
remember. I have blocked out the
rest. There is about a week missing.
I can assume I have blocked it out
because of the tremendous amount of
pain it caused."
Kim arrived at a clinic for her
abortion, with the $300 it would cost
her, her closest girlfriend, and her
boyfriend, who she says was "very
supportive." Yet she was tensc and
nervous." Kim arrived for her' appointment with "no trouble from pro-lif- e
protesters."
"I've never known anyone else

who's had an abortion, so I entered
the clinic with only the knowledge of
the clinic's information pamphlet
They gave me many forms to fill out.
read, and sign. Some of those forms
warned of the risks of having an abor- tion. Needless to say, I got more and
more scared."
After receiving birth control pills
and having her questions answered.
Kim changed into a hospital gown,
and "entered a room where four other
women were. All were different ages
and of different backgrounds. We
watched a videotape of a simulated
abortion procedure. Then we all
talked a little and joked about how
hungry we were (for local anesthesia,
we couldn't ear or drink anything
twelve hours prior to the appointment)."
Kim says the entire procedure took
ten minutes, and she rested for forty-fiv- e
minutes afterwards.
MA nurse started the IV and
hooked me up to a heart monitor. She
reviewed the procedure again. The
anesthesia started to kick in. (The
doctor introduced himself and proceeded. After sterilizing my vaginal
tract, he injected my uterus so it would
dilate. The DNC (dilation and
curtttage.'the scrapirigof the uterus)1
took about five to six minutes. The
procedure wasn't painful, but was
uncomfortable."
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when the time is right.
out there, I
"To all you
'love mothers and babies' too. Hove
children so much. I'm looking for?
ward to being a mother some day.
when I'm ready. Use a combination
of protection. Condoms are breakable, the Pill isn't 100 percent effective. I know I'll be paranoid about
getting pregnant for the rest Of my
pro-life- rs

life "

.

assume that your body will naturally
deter sperm from the egg, because
you'll probably end up dead wrong."

The 1992 Pi Kappa pledge class displays its banner while waiting
Photo by Ian Lockwood.
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Kim was fortunate, at least to the
extent that she felt no physical pain,
and had no physical problems in the
next several weeks.
Kathryn says she "still wakes up
at night screaming and all she can
remember of her dream is being on
the delivery table and hearing a baby
cry. I would never do it again. I
couldn't. I am not that strong. As I
look back on it I also know I did the
right thing. Two weeks of agony is
far more than nine months, and there
would have been the horrible dilemma
of giving up the baby that had be- come a part of me. I love children and
can't wait to have some, but at a time
when I can raise them and be a mother
and have them have a father."
Knn shared Kathryn's sentiment
that she would love to have children
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Recital

Frirfav. Tannarr3t:
BOWLING: 9 lo 1 1 pjn. Scot
Lanes brings you the Red Pin
Special! Win free games!

Saturday. February

1:

MOVIE: Come see the starkly
realistic urban drama Boyz N the
Hood, a tragedy about black youths
caught up in the brutal violence of
South Central LA. 7:30 & 10
pjnMateer, only $ 1.00! You can
afford it!
Sunday. February 2:
CLASSICFILM: Intermezzo.at
7JO pjn. in Matecr, and it's free!
It's "one of the best love stories
ever filmed.-- " Leslie Howard, renowned violinist, has an affair with
musical protegee In grid Bergman.
Monday. February 3:
Sign up to go spend your money
at Belden Village malL Also, sign
Euchre
up for the
Tournament on Thursday February 13. 8 pjn. Sign up in Scot
Lanes, because the top prize is two
mountain bikes!
Wednesday. February 4:
Videos at the Underground for
ever-popul-

ar

S.50!
8 pjn. - Lord of the Rings: using

new techniques of animation,
Bakshi brings to life all the
inhabitants of Tolkein's Middle
Earth fantasy world.
10 pjn. - Reversal of Fortune:
1991 Academy Award winner
Jeremy Irons stars with Oscar
nominee Glenn Close in this
d
portrayal of
suspense ful,
von Bulow case and two men's
first-han-

efforts

to

demolish

the

prosecution's evidence and reverse
the jury's verdict. Don't miss it!

SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
A special recital will take place
tomorrow night in Gault Recital Hall
beginning at 7:30 pjn. A presentation of classical guitar works will be

presented

featuring

Andre j

Mentschukoff, professor of music
and guitar instructor at the College,
and Wooster alums Scott Payne,
. Patrick Miller.and Billy Simms. All
three alums graduated from Wooster
in 1988 with degrees in Music Performance tinder Mentschukoff.
Mentschukoff is a highly regarded
and recognized player of the guitar
with a great deal of notoriety through
his many tours and recordings. In
addition to touring extensively in
the United States, he has also been
greatly received by people in Ger--:
many, the United Kingdom, and the
U.S.S.R. where he was invited to

.

.

Wooster Alums

play with several of the major orchestras in the once Soviet Union.
In addition to recording and touring as well as teaching at the College
of Wooster, Mentschukoff is also on
the staff at the Cleveland Institute of
Music. His many students have gone
on to win several competitions and
become successful guitar
ers and teachers in their own rights.
His former students participating in
this recital are not exceptions to that

fact
After graduating from the College
in 1988, Scott Payne worked for
several years at the Interlochen Center for the Arts as a counselor.
He now attends the Peabody Conservatory and is working toward a
Masters degree in Guitar Performance and a B .M. in Recording Arts
and Sciences. He has also studied
with noted artists David Tanenbaum,

Robert Guthrie and David Russell.
Patrick Miller received his Masters of Music in Guitar Performance
at Memphis State University under
the tutelage of Lily Afshar. During
this time however, he has received
high honors at several prestigious
competitions for his talent. In 1990,
h
Beethoven
he won the
Competition
Club Young Artist's
and the Music Teachers National
Association Concerto Competition
at the state level in Tennessee, as
well as the Memphis State University Concerto Competition. He is
currently pursuing his Doctorate in
Guitar Performance with specialization in Music History and Performance Practice.
Currently a candidate for the prestigious Graduate Performance Diploma at the Peabody University,
Billy Simms has fostered his musi
Mid-Sout-

cal talents in guitar by performing
under the guidance of guitarists
David Russell, Manuel Barrueco and
William Kanengaiser. He earned
his Masters degree in Guitar Performance under Julian Gray.
S imms is presently on the faculty
at Hood College, Interlochen Center
for the Arts, and a member of the
Peabody Renaissance Ensemble.
Showing the versatility and variety of musical styles that each guitarist possesses, the program will
feature both solo and trio performances in a number of styles dating
to the Baroque, Renaissance, Classical and Romantic periods.
The program will include works
by Bach, D. Scarlatti, P. Hindemith
and M. Giuliani.
The show is free to the public, and
there will be an intermission during
the performance.

Art Exhibit Focuses On Industry and Nature

SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
While technological advances
have provided us with new power,
sources and means of industrial pro-- "
duuonHihey have also Jed to abuse
oT the natural eitfroTunent. 'This i
the focus of the art exhibit being
presented in Frick Art Gallery in
conjunction with the Mellon Symposium presented this semester dealing with human transformation of
the natural world. Titled "Human
Nature Changing Land," the photo
exhibit comments on the ability of
human industry to drastically alter
and threaten the landscape as the
ultimate price to pay for progress.
These powerful Images are seen
through the camera lenses of four
prolific and insightful artists.
John Pfahl's Powtr Places concentrates on images of both serene
nature and threatening industrial
progress. His pictures show scenes

of trees, beaches, and beautiful skies

in conflict with the common appearance of power plants and industrial
facilities in the background. This
powerful image, especially in his
photo of Ranc ho Seco Nuclear Power
PhW jh California? widl a beautiful
sunset falling behind it, conveys a
sense of how these industrial advances have eclipsed the beauty of
nature.
Waste Land is the title of a series
of works by David Hanson which
investigates the history and present
condition of the American landscape.
Hanson, a teacher at the Rhode Island School of Design, takes an interesting approach by not only showing os an image of environmental
concern, but also by documenting
the condition with a topographic map
of the photographed area and a historic background of the endangered
area through EPA documented

Pictures of an Army base in Utah,
a California asbestos mine and an
Army chemical munitions site in the
Rocky Mountains detail hazardous
conditions and the effects those conditions could have which are greatly
:
evident through careful analysis.oL
the topographical map.
Robert Dawson focuses primarily
on the use and development of water
in the American West, with photos
showing the grand majesty of Hoover
Dam to those conveying the simplicity of Indian fishing platforms
hanging over the edge of rivers in
Oregon. The works, entitled The
Water in the West Project, show the
beauty of water and the power of its
loss as in his photo of a dried Arkansas River bed in Kansas adapted to
use as farmland.
Dawson, who teaches at San Francisco State and San Jose State Universities, has shown several solo
exhibitions in Japan and Italy as well

as group exhibitions at various art
galleries across the United States.
As a resident of Ohio teaching at
Cleveland State University, the
works of Masumi Hayashi provide
an interesting statement to the
struggle between nature and industry as seen in Ohio. Through this
medium his photos chronicle each
detail of the area as having importance to the picture as a whole.
A particular picture of a tree farm
in the foreground with nuclear power
plants in the background bellowing
smoke into the air has a powerful
impact through the presentation of
the image in a photo collage by
chronicling each separate photo as a
picture in its own right.
The exhibit, which opened last
S unday, will continue until March 1 .
The museum is open Monday -- Friday
from 9 ajn. to noon, and 1 to5
pjn. It is also open Sunday between
2 and 5 p.m.

f
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- OLO holds auditions

--

SHAWN PERRY
A&E EDITOR
, The Ohio Light Opera, a 62
member professional repertory com
pany, will be holding auditions for
vocal and orchestral positions Friday Jan. 31 through Sunday Feb. 2.
Auditions are by appointment only
and will be held in Freedlander Theatre. Vocalists should prepare a solo
in English and have a second selection in a contrasting style available.
An accompanist will be provided.
Demonstration of movement ability
and dramatic reading will be requested. All performers are required
to provide a resume and photograph.
Those auditioning for orchestral
parts will be evaluated on the basis
of technical proficiency and musicianship as well as sight reading
skills. All instrumentalists are also
expected to provide a resume. Appointments can be made by calling
5
the OLO at (216)
or (216)

I

During International Week celebrations last Tuesday night, Susan Horn '94, Sarah Clarke 94, and
Karen Campbell '93 performed a traditional Columbian dance.
Photo by Jen Campana.
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Winter To Give all
Beethoven Recital
:

NEWS SERVICES
An
piano recital will
be presented by Daniel Winter in
memory of Martha Pratt Lawry at the
College of Wooster on Sunday Feb. 2.
all-Beetho- ven

-

Lawry was an alumna of the
College's class of 1947, whose family

has sponsored an annual memorial
performance of a Beethoven sonata.
Winter, a Wooster professor of music,
chose this yearto honor Lawry with an
entire recital of Beethoven music.
Winter has been on Wooster's music faculty for over 38 years. He holds
degrees from Maryville College and
the Eastman School of Music.
The program will feature the "Andante Favori" and three sonatas: Sonata in G Major, Opus 14, No. 2;
Sonata in
Major, Opus 3 1 , No.
3; and the
Sonata, Opus 1 10.
The recital will begin at 4 p.m. in
Gault Recital Hall . The event is free
and open to the public.
--
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but it can help you rind more time for both.
The new Apple" Macintosh Classic II
computer makes it easier far you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers
and still find time for what makes college
life

Andirdeed

real life.

It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get .
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive1" disk ,
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
S
formatted disks allowing you to
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In addition to its built-i- n capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
an want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
'
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk
See us for a demonstration today, and" whiTe
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
J J rx apout tne Apple Lomputer Loan,
- It II be time well spent.
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INDOOR TRACK

TmWDmrmVuiE Sports

Scots 'Shocked the.C

DAN HA WES
Voice Sports Writer

third with a time of 337.7. Eric
Rogers 95 led off, passing to Pieter
Salverda 95, who passed to Dan
Hawes '95, and finally Dan Dickey
94 anchoring a team with "lots of
potential." as coach Rice put it.
Rogers, who was recognized by
other coaches who tried to recruit
him, won his heal in the 55m hurdles.
Perhaps the most exciting moment

Blakemore 92 (1030) and Anna jump meet record by over a fboL
Marando jumped an amazing twenty-tw- o
Scherzer92(lM0). Blakemore
feet four inches and Gallagher,
where she left off in cross counin
line
twenty
feet
try, striding across the finish
Triple jumpers, Pete Hourigan 93
first place. Coach Rice was also impressed with the third place mile relay and Eric Dyrhsen 93 successfully
composed of Shannon 0NieII 94 , defended last years first place, both
Nicole Pddgomy 92, Marcy Hunt94, jumping over forty feel.
Pole vauhers, Aleric Van Dam '93
and Marya Cross 92.
The talented distance medley four- and Gallager scored a strong third.
The running events began after
some, consisting of Hunt, Pbdgorny,
Susan Louis 92 and anchored by lunch. Things started well when Adam
Myers '94 and Dave Stouffer 94 comBlakemore, garnered third place.
"The competition will be stiff bined for a second place finish.
The two mile relay consisting of
throughout the season but I feel good
about our performances thus tar. We Hudson leading off. Paul Kinney '95.
put in a good effort." said coach Rice. Scott McMiHen '92, and anchored by
Last year, Wooster jumpers set the Beck, did well for this early in the
meet record in the triple jump. This season getting a third place.
The mile relay consisting of three
year, jumpers, Mark Marando 92 and
Brian Gallagher 93 broke the long first years and a sophomore finished
con-tino- ed

The Scot track leam wasn't scared
Lice the one in
Wiaenberg last Saturday.
Nothing was going to stop the Scots
from "shocking the conference" at the
NCAC Relays. They came in waves.
The first wave was composed ofjump-e- rs
and throwers who scored some of
the most impressive victories, shattering meet records. The second wave,
driven by Jeff Beck 92 and Jason
Hudson 93 ran over any remaining
survivors scoring two firsts and four
thirds, giving the women thirty eight
points and fifth place and the men sixty
eight points and second place.
Highlighting ihewomen'scfTort was
the first place in the 3000m relay decided by the combined times of Beth

of a link snow storm

of the day came when those same first
years. led by senior Marando, won
the half mile relay. "We shocked the
conference" stated coach Rice, leaving opposing coaches to ponder the
thought of having to run against these
guys for four more years.
Wooster was entered in the first heat
which was supposed to be for the
slowest teams, but coach Rice didn't
want to put too much pressure on a

January 31, 1992

team that has never even passed on a
track before. With Rogers anchoring,
the team won their heat by a half lap.
The two faster heats could not best

Wooster's time.
Marando commented after the race,
"It's pretty cooL I mean look at us.
We're the most unassuming bunch of
guys, none of us look like we can run
fast, not even Rogers who's probably
the most laid back guy on the team and
yet probably the fastest one here."
Coach Ricecornmentsaboutthemeet,
"We're very enthusiastic about our second place finish, it was a great way to
kick off the season. I thought the team
spirit was there and hopefully it will ;
carry throughout the season."
Tonight the team will face Ohio
Wesleyan, Oberiin. and Case Western
atOWU.
..

COMMENTARY

This Time We've Gone Too Far: The American Dream and Lynchburg Lemonade
Continued from page

12

eral direction of the rest room.
This little display had an adverse
effect on my friend who had up to this
,

point managed himself pretty well. ,
"He's on to us man. I know hi
Hell be back alright, he's getting
security, we're doomed - you did
bring the mace didn't you?"
.
The man finally returned and signalled for his lackeys to bring us two
chairs. We squeezed in at the end of
the table -- just as the game was about
to start.
The national anthem left me in bad
shape and when that freak from
Clearv ision caW e 9 got to the "bombs
bursting in air" part my friend yelled
air raid and dove under the table - but
it went unnoticed and we managed to
get through the first five minutes of
the game without serious incident.
. My friend had bet heavily on the
game, taking Wooster and about 4
points but soon he had become fixated to the lights on the score board
and was silently mouthing the time
and score every fifteen seconds. The
statistician next to us eyed him
strangely but my friend was far too
absorbed in his work to really care.
The whole scene was one of chaos.
The screams and war cries from the
stands grew fainter in my ears and I
soon found myself almost slumping
out of my chair. There were babies
crying and old ladies screaming in
ecstasy every time Stan Auk amp
dripped sweat. Women toting children with grimy faces around the
stands while their husbands stood in
a the daze of some half remembered
as they
adolescent pipe-dreawatched the cheerleaders prance. It
--

m

At half time I recognized Mike Pepper standing against a wall with his
camera and - for lack of anything
stands.
We tried to lead the press table in more coherent to say - asked him
cheers Jbut everyone was so busy what KX stood for.
"'
'working oil Then 'stories" and' their
Tbe Krappers."he-- said.' "Come upstairs, they have dinner waking for us."
stats that they hardly paid any attenSo we went out back toward the
tion to the game that was be fore them.
Whistles were blowing noisily and ticket counters and turned into a li tile
the Wittenberg coach seemed ready hall way that appeared to have been
to explode at any moment He was a specificallycamouflagedasajani tor's
twisted creature, a huge bull creation closet. Dinner turned out to be pizza
and we ate
whose temperament suggested a and coke from Plus-On- e
heavy amphetamine habit or maybe ravenously. Jason had joined us on
even crack. His eyes were wild as he the way upstairs and I asked him if he
shouted obscenities in an unknown had seen Aukamp's beautiful alley-- tongue Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, he cop dunk. He had and then Mike
turned to another photographer to see
was a wiggy bastard.
I tried to relay these fears to the guy if he bad gotten it on film. .
"Nah," he said, "his back was to
next tome who appeared to be some
sort of statistician but be was far to me, Stan and his damned left hand."
As we left the press room for the
absorbed in his computer screen to be
bothered by such trivialities as bas- second half, my friend pulled me into
ketball and the growing possibility the nearby men's room. .
"I'll just be a second. I need the feel
for mob violence and Liverpool soccer'
V:
-style
rioting.
of cool porcelain against my face' to
in
was
calm down."
The crowd on the far side
He was right.- - The crowd scene
full swing with a square of red
in
sweatshirts right the middle of the was too much for my twisted mind to
student section indicating the handle. I leaned weakly against the
Wittenberg people. At one end of the wall and then realized that we were
stands was a surly group, most with a not alone. Also there, hiding piti- large KX emblazoned on some part fully, was a group of middle-age- d
of their body. They seemed to know rnasturbatory Wittenberg spectators,
where the action was beaded and trying to find something productive
eve ry time the ref made a call against to do while their boys were getting
Wooster they would stand - en masse the crap beaten out of them by Messrs.
- and taunt him nnmercif 'V. By the Aukamp, Riebe. Mecca & Co. ' ;
poor
."Not much of a game is it boys,"
half they had ifitimida&J
sod so much that he was openly look- they called out to us.
I was about to give some sort of
ing over his shoulder for hostile movereply and then get the hell out of
calm
his
blow
ments before he could
whistle it was a beautiful thing to the there but my friend had other
plans. Leaping up onto a sink he
watch.

began shouting at them from the
very abyss of his vocabulary.
rs," he
"Twisted m
f
shouted, "you're all alike, you come
to our school with your goddamn
red sweatshirts and red hats-ancheer and carry on, drink our beer
and steal our women. Out the lot of
you, you communist sonsabitch.es."
My friend had workecfhimself up
to quite a rage, his black Wooster
sweatshirt covered in his own spew,
and the very sight of him caused the
innocents to tremble and
weep openly. They all bolted for the
door at once hoping to knock us

may have a rough game on the court
- but the real animals were in the

.

l.

.

d

red-shirt-

ed

off-balan-

ce.

But jny friend was too quick for
them, he caught a straggler by the
nape of his neck and began wacking
him unmercifully.
' "I'll teach you, soon you win learn
the inherent and manifest domination of the Fighting Scots over the
rest of you pitiful fools in the NCAC
we are number one and don't you
forget k."
My friend released him and his
victim fell Into a puddle of his own
excrement, crying hysterically.
The sight was too much for my

pocket and subdued the luckless fool
with a 200- - volt "Remington Equalizer"
model stun gun. The man hit the floor,
lost his bodily functions once again, and
wallowed on the tiles for a good minute
before my friend finished him off with
one kick to the head with his lucky
jackboot (the right one).

"Let's get back to the game, the
second half must have just started," he
suggested.
"Nah, we can catch the game on the
radio, let's go back to Wagner and
watch the walls crawl for a little while."
Walking slowly for the exit, trying to
maintain, we were doing well. But the
pressure was soon to be too much and as
we approached the outer doorsmyfriend
collapsed in a seeming hysterical fit.
Several people were alarmed when he
began foaming at the mouth and denouncing high ranking officials in the
student government of white slavery,
but I zapped him with his own toy -turned to the highest setting - and peace
and order were once again restored.
And so I left, carrying my friend over

my shoulder, alternately chanting
Sandanista slogans and singing old
Lynyrd Skynyrd songs at the top of my
lungs for a lack of anything coherent to
friend. He suddenly reached into his do. And all was right with the world.
-

--

--

SUMMER JODS ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY!!!
YMCA Camptockwogh is hiring Cabin Counselors
and activity instructors in sailing, waterskiing,
ttincLufriri
tennis, horsebac'' ridlnj, photcgrapv"-archery, riflery, arts c crzfts,and more.
Recruiter in LOWRY CENTER FEBRUARY 8 only.
Contact Career services for more information or call
Jim Reilly at Camp Tockwogh.
-

(302)-571-695-

6.

,
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MEN'S BASKETBAM;

Wooster Seizes First Place lii

Wittet Wittenberg

"After

pointplaydrewWoosterwithin three. . .After Matt Croci's
of them coming when the game was
Then Mike Morgan 94, subbing for draw Wittenberg within three, Chne out of reach. ..
j
t
the foul plagued Riebe, hit a
hit two foul shots with :27 left to seal
One major concern though for the
at 6:12 to tie the score at 17- - the victory. .c
Scots is point guard Erich Riebe.
.
::
"We were never in.' a must' untjl Riebe has had two sub par games.
Against Wittenberg he was in foul
L "Give a lot of credit to Morgan, he Doug made his," commented Moore
played a lot of minutes," said Moore. on his teams foul shooting woes.
troubleand managed just four points,
Cline
finished
TrieScots,ledbythe6'97Aukamp,
the
Scots
the
nightas
against the Spartans he scored
and
v
scored six of the last ten points, and second leading scorer with 13 points, .six points, almost nine points below
look the lead when Aukamp followed and seven rebounds.
his 14.9 average.
..
up a Doug Meinen '94 miss to give .. OnWednesday.Aukampwasagain
Riebe, though, has been bothered
the Scots a 7 halftime lead.
dominant as he anchored the Scots in by a groin pull that has hindered his
Aukamp started the second half their 3 victory over the Strug- - play a little.
were he left off, scoring the first eight gling Spartans of Case Western.
The Scots take on Kenyon at 7:30
Wooster points. The Scots took the
Aukamp came up with 30. points on Saturday in Wooster.
lead for good on a Aukamp layup at and 13 rebounds in the win.
MEN'S DIVISION III
16:27.
The Scots, though, had a balance
BASKETBALL
Scott Meech '95 hit a running bank scoring attack as three other players
17-- 1
1. Wisconsin-PIattevill- e
shot to ignite an 0 Scot run. Riebe scored in double figures. 17-- 1
2.
Calvin
(Mich.)
capped the run with a
Cline had 1 3 points and Buchanan
17-- 0
from the left wing at 7:32 to give the finished the game with 18 points. 3. Scranton (Pa.)
15-- 1
4.
Salisbury
St.
(Md.)
Scots their biggest lead of the game , Meinen ended the night with a spec14-- 4
n
5.
Diego
..
tacular game as he compiled a rare
13-- 2
6.
Maryville (Tenn.)
Chris Spriggs ended the run by triple double. He had 17 points, it
13-- 3
7. Illinois Wesleyan
hitting three consecutive foul shots rebounds and 1 1 assists.
16-- 1
8. New York University
afterhewasfouledbyCIine. Spriggs,
Wooster went on a 14-- 2 run in the
14-- 1
9.
(N.Y.)
Rochester
.
the Tigers leading scorer at 1 5.2 first half to blow the game wide open.
16-- 2
points per game was held tbjust seven .Aukamp's lay;in at 5:12 to give the. 10. Wooster (Ohio)
14-- 3
"
11.
Hope
(Mich.)
:v
points.'
Scots their biggest lead at
L2v. Franklin AMarshaUCPa.), 152
2Sri?R Sucjxa
14-- 1
throws the Tigers went on a 2 run to maintain there double figure lead. 13.' Johns Hopkins (Md.)
T
13-- 3
14.. Babson (Mass.)
though, madej Pfle.last
cut the Scots lead to five, 4 with
'
15-"
15. Rhodes (Tetih.
2
"'
1:27 left"
run at the Scots getting the lead down
Head Coach Steve Moore yells instructions to his players .,
..
13-- 2
16.
Buffalo
State
pepper.
"
photo by mlke
during a timeout on monday night
The Scots had trouble putting the to ten, 64-517. Wittenberg (Ohio) -- f. w"3-Continued from page 1 ... , The Tigers Greg Periatt's steal and "figers away from that point The Ed Saxon had a chance to cut, the 18.
14-- 3
Jersey City State
Wioenberg, taking advantage of a layup at 8:20 gave Wittenberg their .Tigers, fouling deliberately to try and lead to single digits but he missed an
11-- 4
19.
La
(Calif.)
Veme
Riebe's eariy foul trouble and sparked biggest lead, of the half,
.,
get back into the game, almost pulled open
1L2
by the play of B J. Bertemes and Luke
The Scots, sparked by their bench, It off as the Scots were just five of 1 6 . Saxon, the Spartans leading scorer, 20. Colby (Maine)
12-- s
(tie)
&
Emory
Henry
(Va.)
Ragan, controlled the eariy going.
came back. Doug Cline '95 three from the foul line in the last 2:00.
ended the night with 27 points most
three-pomter-
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

CWRU Defeated By Wooster Athlete

SHANE ROUSH
Voice Sports Writer
The Case Western Reserve Lady
Spartans look a 0 lead on the first
basket of the game but never saw
another lead as the Lady Scots ran off
seven unanswered points and never
looked back in their 1 victory on
Wednesday.
The Lady Spartans did manage to
bring the difference to one point, but
the next four minutes belonged to the
Lady Scots. Tracy Paul '92 came off

8.

2--

73-5-

the bench and scored four points in the
13-- 0
run. Tammy Berger 93 scored
two and added an assist in the run.
The Lady Scots' defense forced
the Lady Spartans into 22 turnovers
in the first half. LaSonya Crawl 93
and Bridget S moot '94 held the Lady
Spartan's inside game in check. But
even with Crawl and S moot's play
Nicole Hairs ton, the Lady Spartans'

.

.

.

.

61" center, still managed to score 15
points. Crawl finished the game with
;
five steals. .
:.: '
,

'''--

-

The Lady Scots went intohalftime
Bridget Smoot 94
leading 36-1scored nine of her team high 15 points
in the first half and Tracy Paul .92
scored aU eight of her points to give
the Lady Scots control of the game.
.The second half turned into a free
throw shooting contest. The Lady
Scots converted on 21 of their 29
attempts (72 percent), and the Lady
Spartans made nine of their 17 attempts (53 percent). ,
. ..;
Two players for the Ladjr Spartans
fouled out and three players finished
the game with four fouls. The Lady
Scots did not have anyone foul out
but did have three players with four
fouls each.
. Christy Evans 92 scored ten of her
14 points iii the second half and also
dished out seven assists. She was one
of three Lady Scots in double figures.
Smoot had 15 points and Berger
chipped in with ten points. '
The Lady Scots are next in action
o- -.
1
- .c
I
J
rcoruary
i
at fenyon on aaiuruay
.
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of the Week: Christy Evans

WAA RELEASE
, Everyone knows Christy Evans
92 is a menace on the basketball

.

courts.

:'

.

'

"...

"V

What most people'don't know
(is that she is an'athlete with hidden talents: Evans was her high
school's record holder in both
cross country and track, as well
as Player of 'the Year in her district in basketball.
' Though she was recruited to
run here at Wooster, she chose to
Christy Evans "92
focus entirely on basketball. The
commitment has definitely paid started every basketball game.
off, for both her and for her team. Also to her credit are three honSince her first year, Evans has orable mentions in the NCAC and

..Umfil(5?''

WOOSTER
ATHLETICS
Upcoming events...

the school records for the number of career assists and single
game assists.
Asked how she felt about playing her last season, Evans joked,
ihtd early re"I'm being forced
;
': ''
"
tirement."
"But 'we're playing well this
seasoit,"'she continued, "and we
have a great chance to be tournament champions.""
The team will be back in action
on Saturday at Kenyon, and look
forward to pleasing the fans when
the upcoming NCAC tournament
takes place here at Wooster late
February.- -

Indoor Track at OWUw CWRU & Oberlin, Friday evening
Men's Basketball vs. Kenyon, Sat.
7:30
2:00
. Women's Basketball at Kenyon, Sat.
Swimming & Diving vs. West Virginia Wesleyan, Sat.
Men's Basketball at Allegheny, Wed.
7:30
Women's Basketball vs. Allegheny, Wed.
7:30

1:00

.
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MEN'S SWIMMING

COMMENTARY

DIVING

Scots Fall to Oberlin, Down Wittenberg
ri

-

1

r5

Photo bt News Services

93 in Tuesday's meet against Oberun.
excellent performances particularly
LYDIA AMERSON
in the freestyle events. These inVoice Spoils Writer
TheScomwim team qualified their cluded national qualifier Tom
first-plafinish in
second athlete Tuesday for the 1992 Hungerford! 93
1000-yar- d
freestyle and the
NCAA Division III National Cham- both the
Andrew
freestyle,
and
500
92
Palmer
pionships. Diver Jim
in
win
the 50
double
'92
Schulz's
on
the
441.25
scored a lifetime best
freestyle.
100
and
the
freestyle
three-metboard and not only set
B rian Vercb
In addition,
the pool record and school record for
and came
freestyle
200
the event, but also qualified to com- '92 won the
Paul
while
in second in the 200 back,
pete on the national level.
in
"Jim gave a simply wonderful per- Caviglia 95 took second the 500
formance " said Wooster diving freestyle.
The Scot's loss loOberuncarne on the
coach Rich B lough. "He must repeat
heels
of a meet with Winenbcrg where
to
however,
that effort this season,
WooswdcminatedtheTigers
ofHcially qualify for nationals."
The distance swimmers destroyed
Even with Palmer's performance
on the boards, it was not enough to Wittenberg. Wooster swept the 500
upset Oberlin who rolled over the freestyle with Hungerford, Caviglia
and Mark Croynom '94 placing first,
Scots
Despite the loss, there were some second, and third, respectively.

Tom Hungerford

Caviglia, Hungerford and Groynom
also dominated the competition in
the 1000 freestyle.

Sc(livenhadanoutstandingmeet
as well with Palmer and Bill
Kanzinger 92 finishing first and sec-

ce

in

co-capta-

ond, respectively, on both the
boards.
and three-met- er
Other excellent performances were
turned in by Chad Coffman 94, who
captured second in the 100 freestyle
and 200 freestyle, and Schulz who
placed second in both the 50 freestyle
and 200 breaststroke.
"We had a lot of good swims this
week and we are definitely beading
in the right direction for top conference performances." said Vereb.
reThe Scots, who are now 5-main at home to swim West Virginia
Wesley an Saturday at 1 pjn. .
one-met- er

er

co-capta-

in

127-10- 4.

3.

133-10- 0.

nce

"

.

.

Weird Scenes from thelnsdeChemical
in the
Imbalances at the Big Game-VioleHead-O- ne
More Time to Restore Order

To: Jason Gindele, Sports Editor
From: Jeremiah Jenne
Re: The Wittenberg Game

-

"

1992

Dear Jason:
Thanks for the press pass, I had no
idea you lived so well. You will be
pleased to know that 1 think I have
finally managed to recreate the events
of the Monday night game from ominous scribblings on napkins, various
parts of my anatomy, and odd scraps
of paper. I had no idea the kind of
twisted and surly rabble that actually
are allowed to pass themselves off as
humans at one of these games. It was
ugly Jason, but so are a lot of things
in this world.
My attorney has cautioned me to
present this piece as a work of fiction.
I could be sued, he says. I could be
arrested. But I doubt anyone would
bother. My attorney is a twisted little
worm who chain smokes Indonesian
opium in his spare time and has no
business telling serious journalists,
like you and me, what to do. --JGJ
"When the going gets weird, the
- Raoul Duke
weird turn pro"
Division Til basketball at its best-talof glory, ofbitterdefeat, of great
victories, all brought to you from the
middle of some goddamn
corn field. Basketball is big in
these parts because there's not much
else to do. For example, Larry Bird
rMayed basketball and became as close
to God as you can get in the city of
Boston, Jeffrey Dahmer, on the other
hand, had no interest in sports and
chose instead to dismember his next
door neighbor for the sole purpose of
tasting the human pancreas. It's a
fine line in the heartland between
and
sanity and dismemberment
oddly enough that line tends to be
es

Mid-Weste-

rn

drawn on the basketball court. x
So a friend and I set out to discover
for ourselves if we could cross that
line and see just what might be on the
other side. We had prepared ourselves well so that our general grip on .
reality could be at a usable low.
As we entered the main lobby my
friend started to become nervous and
began jabbering in weird tongues.
"What if they ask for cxedentials,
what if they ask who I am?" You
won't tell them will you?" .
I ignored the little freak as we continued on, after all they shoot people (
like him where I come from.
I went to the window and showed
the person my press pass. They understood immediately and presented
my friend and I with complimentary
' tickets. The people in the line who
we had just jumped in front of
grumbled a bit - but I assured them
that we were respectable members of
the working press and had a legitimate right to be treated as such.
All we had to do was find the press
table and sit down. I figured we had
about ten minutes before the serious
wetrdness kicked in and I was anxious not to be standing up or - God
forbid - in a large crowd when that
happened.
We got to the media section - a long
wooden thing with masking tape labels designating who got to sit where
except that there was no Voice seat
So I showed the pass to a man who
seemed to be coordinating the action
and asked him where the hell we
should sit. He glanced nervously
towards the security guard waiting in
the comer of the gym and then said he
would arrange something for us, suddenly scampering away in the
.

gen-Continu-

ed

on page 10

WDMFN'S SWTMMTNfi A DIVING

Scots Claim Two More Wins
Undefeated and Overpowering, Lady
....
WtklMU
.

"

Exceptional swims were given by
100 freestyle. In addition, Freebum
d
teamed with Schnell, Behringer and Lauren Yorrt '92, who won the
breaststroke and Schnell, who
Heather Johnston 94 to capture first in
winner hi the 100 freestyle
double
was
a
relay.
medley
the 400
confifreestyle.
more
200
a
lot
us
and
This win gives
Also performing well was diver
dence for conference," said Erdman.
-Witlenoergjs a lough learn who had Becky Mull in 94, who placed first m
backstroke.
record.
perfect 0 dual-meand three-metBehringer placed first in the 200 beaten us at an invitational earlier this both the
On Saturday the Lady Scots raced
competition. Her scores of 188.95 and
Leading the butterfly and finished second in the year."
past Wittenberg
185.60,respectively, were her lifetime
Lady
the
pray
fell
to
Oberlin
also
Katie 200 freestyle.
way for Wooster was
158-7- 1
losing
best.
afternoon
Scots Tuesday
Also performing well was
Erdman '92, who captured first place
Other notable swims included
with Wooster winning every event ,
placed
1000-yar- d
92Twho
Freebum
Wendy
freestyle and the
in both the
v"
.iVVi , Kristen Whitaker 93.viocy n toe .
second in both the 501reestyle and the but three, i v5
freestyle.'.

In addition. All Americans Katy
LYDIA AMERSON
Schnell '94 and Tammy Behringer
Voice Sports Writer
word
one
to
'94 both turned in impressive showmight
be
Invincible
swim
ings.
team
women
describe Wooster' s
Schnell won the 200 individual
after they overpowered two NCAC
rivals last week to add two wins to their medley and placed second in the 200

-- -.

--

8--

200-yar-

et

one-met- er

132-10- 2.

co-capt- ain

co-capta-in

500

--

er

A1u!ti' '95
Michele Alviti's
200 backstroke, VTluli
win in the 200 butterfly, and
Behringer's first place finish in the 50

freestyle.
This was an extremely easy victory
for the women's team," said Beckett.
"We were able to swim a mixed lineup
and approach the meet in a relaxed

manner."
Wooster women continue to prepare for conference as they take on
West Virginia WesJeyan at home this
Saturday at pjn;'aVVv-.'- :
:v

